Evaluation of a new molecular assay for detection of human immunodeficiency virus type 1 RNA, hepatitis C virus RNA, and hepatitis B virus DNA.
Rapid, sensitive, specific, and cost-effective screening of donated blood to prevent transmission of infectious agents remains challenging. In recent years, incorporation of nucleic acid testing for HIV-1 and HCV RNA improved blood safety by reducing the window period between infection and serologic detection. For HBV infection, this window period with most serologic assays is 50-60 days. Adding a nucleic acid test (NAT) for HBV DNA with existing NATs for HIV-1 and HCV RNA would further improve blood safety and blood screening efficiency. To evaluate the Procleix Ultrio Assay for simultaneous detection of HIV-1 and HCV RNA and HBV DNA and corresponding discriminatory assays. The performance of these assays, which utilize the same technology and assay format as the Procleix HIV-1/HCV assay, was determined using relevant clinical specimens and analytical sensitivity and specificity panels. The Procleix Ultrio Assay demonstrated specificity of > or =99.5% in healthy donor blood specimens and in plasma containing potentially interfering substances or other blood-borne pathogens. Assay sensitivity demonstrated >95% detection of 100copies/mL, 30IU/mL, and 15IU/mL for HIV-1 and HCV RNA, and HBV DNA, respectively. The assay detects all known HIV-1 subtypes and HCV and HBV genotypes and is highly reproducible. Statistical analysis using receiver operating characteristic plots demonstrated wide analyte cutoff values for each assay associated with assay specificity and sensitivity of > or =99.5%. In this investigational study, the Procleix Ultrio Assay sensitivity and specificity were similar to existing NATs used in blood-bank settings to detect HIV-1 and HCV RNA and provided equivalent sensitivity and specificity for detection of HBV DNA. Using this combination assay, blood safety may be improved and the multiplex format enhances blood screening efficiency. The throughput capability of this assay is compatible with large volume processing and the chemistry is adaptable to full automation.